
Sabres, this is a reminder that 

tomorrow (November 10th) is 

our annual Peace Ceremony in 

honour of those who were lost 

in the wars past and present. 

Our SLC members, band and 

choir members, and staff mem-

bers are busily preparing for the 

school wide assembly tomor-

row, so remember that this is a 

solemn event where behavior 

must be at its peak of perfec-

tion. Think before you pull out 

your iPhone and start texting or 

whispering loudly to your 

neighbour about your Hallow-

een weekend. There will be 

time for that later on, but this 

is an occasion that only comes 

once a year and affects every-

one. Don’t forget that clapping 

doesn’t take place at anytime 

during the ceremony as this is 

to show respect for all those 

who we’ve lost and continue to 

lose everyday in wars. 

 

When you put on your poppy, 

think about whose families have 

been affected by war and that 

people in our armed forces con-

tinue to die everyday.  

  Forever in our hearts By Derrick Gravener  

Put some Deo on that BO By Chandler McCorkindale 

When I was just a lil’ gapher I 

realized that for whatever rea-

son (growth hormones adminis-

tered by my parents) I grew a 

lot faster than all the other lil’ 

gaphers and gapherellas. One of 

the biggest setbacks of growing 

faster than everyone else was 

that for whatever reason after 

my 300lb bench pressing ses-

sions with all the other seven 

year olds I would begin to stink. 

My parents quickly realized I 

had quite a stench and so they 

bought me one of the greatest 

inventions known to 

man...deodorant!  
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Put some Deo on that BO con’t. By Chandler McCorkindale 

“In our school 

there has been 

cleanliness 

genocide!” 

Page 2  

“So please for 

my sake and 

your fellow 

Sabres sake 

don't smell 

after the bell” 

You don't want to have 

to do this, do you? 

Deodorant was a life changing gift for me partly because it meant people would stop dying as 

soon as they caught a whiff of me. People always saying to me, “Chandler, my boy, cleanliness is 

next to godliness," and with deodorant I was a god who smelt like an Irish spring. Deodorant is a 

staple in my life and it needs to be a staple in my fellow Sabres' lives. 

 

In our school there has been cleanliness genocide. People have stopped wearing deodorant at 

alarming rates and it needs to come to an end now, the fact of the matter is that it is just rude for 

a person to not wear deodorant and make the rest of us who do put a stick in our pits have to 

deal with the stench all day. Honestly do you like smelling like a hot bag of garbage all day? I sure 

don’t. Really it isn’t that hard to apply stick or spray deodorant to yourself before you come to 

school in the morning, and if you are one of those people who sweat constantly then bring your 

deodorant to school with you. Trust me no one will make fun of you for saving them from the 

rotting milk smell you are about to start giving off. Now I understand we all have those days 

where we forget the deodorant and just squeeze our pits together as hard as we can so the class-

room we are in doesn’t fill up with the toxic gas that is us, but that is why the deodorant in the 

back pack is a splendid idea. Also if you don’t own deodorant please come see me because I will 

buy you a stick for your own sake.  

For me personally I find that if I am not wearing deodorant I feel terrible about myself and I feel 

like everyone around me can smell me and they are just too polite to tell me that I smell like a 

dead dog. It is the worst feeling in the world to me because I know that my stench is bringing 

misery to others (especially the grade eights that are at my pit-level) and honestly one time I was 

charged for assault with a deadly odour. I know it is incredibly hard to tell someone that their 

smell is making it hard for you to be around them but trust people will want to know if they are 

stanky as long as you word it nicely.  

 

When people try to tell other people, especially people they are close with that they have a odour 

issue it can be tough. It is hard to find the correct words to say because you have no idea how 

they will react and how to word it nicely. I would suggest that you don’t say “La’Quisha you be 

smelling like the backside of a cow” in front of all your friends and classmates because that is just 

cruel and the person may decide to be spiteful and smell even more. I highly recommend when 

you and the smelly suspect have a minute alone you just politely tell them that they smell a little 

today and that you understand because you yourself smell all the time, then offer them a stick of 

deodorant and hopefully they will get the message. Although if you don’t have nerves of steel 

then there is a website for you: http://www.stenchinformer.com sends an anonymous message 

to the stinker of your choice letting them know they smell. 

So please for my sake and your fellow Sabres’ sake don't smell after the bell 



can find. Pete gets little under-

standing from people but as his 

journey progresses he obtains 

thousands of fans, soon people 

are writing him and even buy-

ing t-shirts. Fellow dishers 

praise him for successfully 

slacking through life and offer 

up places for Pete to crash 

should he stop by their state 

anytime. He is soon asked onto 

the Letterman Show. But that’s 

not what Pete is about, all he 

wants is to wash dishes and 

meet friends along the way. To 

Letterman’s embarrassment, 

Pete dupes him hardcore and 

continues on his way. 

He leaves behind friend after 

friend as he weaves from state 

to state quitting and being fired 

from numerous dishwashing 

jobs. His compelling mind often 

gets him into absurd situations 

that even Pete himself ques-

tions. He is an honest dish dog, 

with the exception of stealing 

beer from his bosses, and is 

Everyone has goals, some are 

more realistic than others and 

some are rather far-fetched. 

Pete Jordan’s goal was a far-

fetched one. From 1981-2001 

Pete worked on his mission and 

eventually wrote a book of his 

journey to becoming an 

unlikely hero of the dishwash-

ing world. Dishwasher tells of 

one chap’s ambition to scrub 

dishes in all fifty states. With an 

inability to stay in one place for 

too long Pete’s compulsive 

decisions take him on the trek 

of his lifetime. Pete trudges 

from hippie gatherings to kid’s 

camps to fancy theatres as he 

dishes his way throughout the 

USA.  His food consists of cus-

tomer’s leftover scraps (mmm 

yeah) or the cheapest meal he 

constantly on the look-out for 

new streets to explore, coins to 

find, and Kraft-Dinner to mow. 

Somewhere along the way Pete 

Jordan finds his true self and 

with that came a lover, Amy 

Joy. After years of Pete refusing 

to grow up he finds himself 

alone, ----his fans forget about 

him, his fellow dishers are now 

chefs and because of his age 

dejection meets him at jobs 

where he was once hired on 

the spot. Pete takes on the task 

to stop bumbling through life, 

but after years of constant 

movement will he be able to?  

BookFace:Dishwasher By Frances Miltimore 
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A real BookFace 

“His fans forget 

about him, his 

fellow dishers are 

now chefs and 

because of his 

age dejection 

meets him at jobs 

where he was 

once hired on the 

spot. “ 



know they're your best bud 

when they trip you and laugh 

and can't help but make you 

laugh as well. In the end the 

people who help the most gen-

erally are your friends. I don't 

know what I'd do with out my 

friends. All friends fight, but 

that’s just the way all relation-

ships go. It's not always pleas-

ant but it happens. Sometimes 

the smallest things turn into 

the biggest fights. It s in human 

nature to have differing opin-

The best people to go for ad-

vice are friends; they always 

know just what to say. You can 

share everything with them 

and never worry about being 

judged. Well almost never. 

They are the one's who pick 

you up when you're down and 

make you smile. Those days 

when nothing goes right and 

your day seems like a gloomy 

cloud hanging over your head, 

are the days when having close 

friends are important. You 

ions and it wouldn’t be right if 

it didn’t happen. No one likes 

to fight, but sometimes it’s 

hard to avoid. Makes you wish 

those simple days where you 

just fought over crayons. Oh 

weren’t those just the days. 

Too bad high school’s not that 

simple. There will always be 

drama between friends. 

                                Con’t. page 5  

Those crazy people called friends By Nicole Wallace 

Page 4  

Got to love those crazy  
antics! 

What would we do without our friends? They pull us up when were down, give good and bad advice, have our backs, and hold 

all the best memories. Friends are what keep the world together. If we were all enemies can you imagine what the world would 

be like? Probably not a very nice place, unless you like world destruction. I can honestly say that I could not survive without my 

friends. The truth is without friend’s life would be pretty dull. 

 

The crazy things you do wouldn't be nearly as satisfying with out friends to enjoy them with. The best kind of friend isn't those 

who judge you but those who join you in your crazy antics. Everyone's had that moment where you just can't stop laughing at 

something with a friend. No matter what you do the laughter just keeps bubbling up. You suffer through the weird looks and 

yelling from teachers, but it's always worth it. “The weirdest people I have ever met are also the people I hold closest to me,” 

said by an anonyms grade 11. You can’t help but love those people. Then there are the stories and stories. Who could forget 

those things you can say and only your friends will understand. Those crazy little things are the best part about friendship. 

Memories are priceless. Friends are always in memories. You have your good memories and you’ve got your bad memories. 

One thing both of these have in commons are friends. You won’t go through life without having at least one person you called a 

friend in the back of your mind. Some of my fondest memories are those that were the craziest and some of the most embar-

rassing times with my friends. You can’t sell memories. First of all they're in your head and secondly they’re just too precious to 

part with. 

 

As we go through life our friends will change. Doesn't mean we need to lose the old ones, just gain new ones. Just because life 

moves on doesn't mean you've got to burn bridges. It's kind of hard to get back over a burnt bridge unless you can fly. I for one 

can not. Not that losing friends never happens. It happens quite a bit. People change and grow apart; sometimes you will lose 

friends. All in all it’s best to make new friends but not to forget the old ones. 

 



Fabulous food for friends By Vish Kanga 

“Getting 
through life 

without friends 
is like eating 

steak with a 
spoon, just not 

possible.” 
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It’s some sort of unwritten law in high school. Sort of like the world always spins in the same 

direction. In the end it usually turns out fine. All that got to look on the bright side comes in 

handy. 

 

Friendship is a thing that changes your life in many different ways. Sometimes it’s for the 

worse, but mostly for the better.  A wise quote I found on the internet sums friendship up. 

“Getting through life without friends would be like eating steak with a spoon, it’s just not 

possible. “ 

Friends just being themselves 

Whether you’re at school, hanging out with your friends or even at a family reunion 

there’s always one thing in common and that’s Food. It’s one of the basic things in life that we all 

are grateful to have. If you enjoy food as much as I do then you gracefully grab the opportunity of 

experiencing new types of cuisines every time you get a chance. Sushi is a very popular type of food 

among many of the students here at Sutherland and a very popular food around the world. 

Throughout many of the years I’ve had the opportunity to try out many different Sushi 

restaurants but there was one that made their name stick out. Haru Sushi is a relatively close place 

to most of us here at Sutherland, Located on 2041 Lonsdale Avenue, this place is great for an after 

school snack with your friends.                                                                                Continued next page 



Fabulous food for friends Con’t... 
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First off let’s start with the service. The service at Haru Sushi is tremendous! The employees are 

very kind and friendly. There are plenty of options to choose from their well prepared menu. The lighting 

and seating has been crafted very well and really sets a positive atmosphere to enjoy your meal. You can 

always catch a reasonable amount of costumers here but it tends to fill up the most during dinner time. 

Something that really adds to the atmosphere is how you can observe the chef prepare your meal right in 

front of your eyes. Many students these days have jobs and work very hard for their paycheck so finding 

the best deal is what they desire the most. Do not worry fellow scholars as Haru Sushi offers a great range 

of selection and prices. One of the best deals that Haru Sushi offers is the box special. At a price of around 

$8 you get a selection of Beef or Chicken Teriyaki on a bed of rice and it’s accompanied with a salad, a cou-

ple pieces of assorted vegetable tempura and a California roll (a roll consists of six pieces of sushi). 

A student here at Sutherland by the name of Salvador stated, “The lunch box special is my regu-

lar and it’s unbelievable!” Another great offer here at Haru Sushi is the Sushi Special. The sushi special 

consists of 3 rolls with a total of 18 pieces of sushi. The default rolls are the California roll, Yam Tempura 

roll, and the Tuna roll although substitutions on these rolls are possible but they may charge you extra. 

James Clarke quoted, “It’s a great place to go with your friends and dig in on great, affordable sushi.” 

The quality of the food at Haru sushi is great and always fresh and consistent. Each roll is made with care 

and passion. The plating and appearance of the food is very appealing and will not disappoint. Last but not 

least, preparation. This sushi restaurant has a great reputation of making orders very quickly. This is great 

because many people don’t have much time to eat and for a quick meal during their lunch break this is the 

place to be. I give Haru Sushi 5 chopsticks out of 5. Relatively cheap, great quality, awesome service, great 

deals, amazing comfort and a great atmosphere, I don’t know what else I can say? Next time you’re around 

central Lonsdale and craving sushi, stop by Haru Sushi for an exceptional meal. 

A group of good looking gentlemen enjoying a 

fine meal. 
Chicken teriyaki and prawn tempura box. 
 



The Walking Dead is an epidemic among viewers By Curtis Gunn 

“If your into 
violent brutal 

zombie murder, 
then this show 

is for you.” 
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There is a new show that aired on AMC last year called “The Walking Dead.” This is a TV show that 

has had an amazing start. The first season had an astonishing number of views for the season 

premier. 5.4 million people tuned in at 9/8c for this thriller. The finale had 6 million views and it 

was the most viewed basic cable drama series of all time. 

 

The first episode aired last year on October 31, 2010 and concluded on December 5th, 2010. The 

title says it all: a zombie apocalypse takes place and it’s global. A police officer named Rick Grimes 

(Andrew Lincoln) leads a group of survivors with help from his police partner Shane Walsh (Jon 

Bernthal), his wife Lori Grimes (Sarah Wayne Callies), and his son Carl Grimes (Chandler Riggs). 

 

When Rick wakes up from being in a coma due to sustaining a gunshot wound while in the line of 

duty, he finds that the world has been overrun with zombies (aka walkers). Rick soon finds out 

that his son and wife are missing after he goes to his house. After he arms himself, he goes on a 

journey to Atlanta, Georgia where the CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) says they 

have set up a safe quarantined location where he thinks his family might be. The city is overrun 

with walkers and Rick soon finds out that the city is no longer safe. When Rick meets others in the 

city they have a plan to head towards Camp, a safe hideout away from the city in the mountains. 

When Rick finds his family in Camp with the other survivors, his fear of never seeing his family 

again is gone when they come running into his arms. Once the Camp gets invaded by walkers they 

must pack up and move out. On the run from the infected, the group must put aside their differ-

ences and work together to stay alive. The second season for The Walking Dead just aired Sunday Oc-

tober 16th, and it had 7.3 million views for the season premiere. The second season has a lot to live up 

to after the exciting first season, but who knows, maybe it will blow your mind? 

 

I really enjoyed the first season and if you’re into violent, brutal zombie slaughter, this is a great show 

for you. The actors in this show are great because they all play their roles very well and they always 

make the impossible possible. The main character Rick, really acts like a leader and having experience 

in the police force he knows a lot of things that help the group survive. Also, Rick being a husband and 

a father during a zombie apocalypse would be a super stressful thing to have to do; imagine trying to 

raise a child in a world over run by zombies. Yikes! I would rate the first season of “The Walking Dead” 

a nine out of ten because it had some parts that were confusing and made not much sense but that 

happens to everything that goes on the air. Perhaps looses ends of the plot line like what happened to 

Daryle's brother Merle, will be tied up in the second season. This first season had an extraordinary 

number of things that made it interesting, exciting and thrilling; things you won’t even find on a roller 

coaster. 

 

It is important to see the first season in order to understand the second season. The first episode of 

the new season is called “ What Lies Ahead”, and if you just start watching from the second season 

and you are thinking to yourself, “Oh I wont miss much” you are clearly wrong, and YOU MUST 

WATCH THE FIRST SEASON FOR IT ALL TO MAKE SENSE. I know I sound repetitive but hey, I am just 

trying to help. I really hope you all tuned in on October 23 for the second episode “Bloodletting” and 

the third episode “Save the Last One” on October 30. I have heard rumors that the times could be 

different depending on the satellite or the kind of TV you’re on. Just go on the computer and look up 

the times if you’re uncertain it will tell you. Also a TV guide is also a good choice just to make sure 

you don’t miss the best and most terrifying TV series in the world!  

Rick riding into an  

abandoned city 



Dudes’ duds for dimes By Derrick Gravener 
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It’s getting cold out guys, and shorts and t-shirts really aren’t gonna cut it anymore! So let's keep this brief and 

not be girls about this fashion business; read on for some tips and tricks on how to stay warm and stylish this 

winter without costing you your Grouse pass! 

My first piece of advice would be to “invest” in staples for the upcoming season, rather than blow it all on a 

rainbow assortment of zero-quality goods. Winter investments are things that last longer than last year’s 

snowfall, and if you invest right you’ll probably get about 2-3 years out of it. This season’s staples are things 

like wool coats, warm scarves, various knitwear, and lace-up boots. If pea coats/wool coats aren’t your thing, 

get a good ski jacket that will look good both on and off the slopes and is of a higher quality and level of 

warmth than the average. Scarves are showing up left, right and center in all the men’s sections at various 

stores so get one for this winter or even one that’ll last you for a few! Knitwear is a great way to stay warm 

and it adds a bit of retro to your look as well as some class! Honestly though, lace-up boots have got to be 

hotter than Kim Kardashian’s divorce right now. They’re showing up on both guys and gals everywhere; some 

of Sutherland’s own are even rocking the look! If you do decide to cave in to this trend, remember a good 

waterproofing coat after you buy them or else they won’t be around much longer than Christmas break! 

 

Fellow Sabre Trooth journalist Julia Gaunt and I took a shopping trip to BC’s destination mall Metropolis at 

Metrotown to get a handle on some ways to pick up falls must-haves. For the best deals, veer away from the 

smaller boutique stores and go for the bigger stores. The best way to save money at big stores is look for signs 

that say things like “Additional __% off of Sale,” “Final Markdowns,” or “$__ off of your purchase.” Watch out 

for things with “Starting At…” in them; I find the ones that actually start at that price are pretty bland and the 

nice ones are double the price or not included in the promotion. I’d say your best bet is to know what you 

want or where you want to go beforehand, because being lost and confused in Metrotown is actually rather 

scary. 

Your best basics can be found at places like Forever 21 (with their rainbow assortment of $6.50 T-shirts), Joe 

Fresh (on Granville or in your Superstore, they have great wool sweaters for under $30) and The Bay (hey, 

savers can’t be choosers. Look here for warm coats and scarves at reasonable prices.) For the best footwear, 

check out Aldo (great lace-up boots) or Spring (great shoes in general). If you’re a sale junkie, check out Ameri-

can Eagle (at least one thing can be found in the circular sale racks) or The Gap (even better when they have 

an “additional off of sale” promotion! Also look here for reasonably priced scarves and hats, as well as one of 

the coolest things for the cold: Smartphone gloves which allow you to use your iPhone or touch-screen Black-

berry without having to take your gloves off!) If you need cheaper knitwear for this season, H&M has some 

nice stuff, however be prepared for the worst from the staff who are either rude, ignorant or non-existent. 

 

 

For even better discounts on the bigger stores head to your local Shoppers Drug Mart and pick up an SPC card 

which gives you discounts at stores like Gap, Banana Republic, Aldo, American Eagle, Bench and many more! 

They range from $9-10 and get you discounts ranging from 10%-15%. If big stores aren’t your thing, check out 

your local Salvation Army or Value Village but, if I’m going second-hand I find some of the best stuff in Gas-

town’s Deluxe Junk which is only a Seabus ride away! 

 

 

 

In summary, stay calm and patient, keep your bank account balance positive and pick quality pieces that you 

know you’ll wear over trendy things that you question the existence of (yes, that’s you, tacky elbow patches)! 

Stay stylin’ Sabres! 



What to wear if there’s a dime to spare By Julia Gaunt 
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Listen up here Fashionistas! Are you stuck in a fashion rut and can’t decide on what to wear? Deciding on where to shop, but just 

have no idea on where to go? Craving the word “Sale” and don’t know where to find it? Want to shop for less? Want look fashion-

able at parties, dates, or outings for less and still look good? If you have answered Yes to all of these questions then don’t worry. I 

am here to help and try to chase those problems away. 

 

The fashion world is so hard to keep up with, and many styles change constantly. More importantly the styles are too expensive to 

buy to say the least. But just by shopping less you can still look fashionable and all eyes will be on you. If you know where to shop, 

and to look for deals and prices that are so affordable they make my head spin in circles, then shopping for cheap is a great way to 

go. I narrowed down a couple of stores I quite enjoy to shop at for less, but there are so many other stores to choose from that I 

just couldn’t write about….Anyways if you’re the type of ‘gal’ that can’t afford all of the “Banana Republic” “Coach” “Juicy Couture” 

or even “Guess” type of clothes… Then shop at simple, easy stores like: “Salvation Army”, “H&M”, or my personal favourite 

“Forever 21” which calms down my ‘Sticker-shock’. 

 

Salvation Army 

The “Salvation Army” in my opinion is a great way to shop for less. Not only does this store sell clothes but also other affordable 

items such as: books, furniture, and toys for the young children. The “Salvation Army” is a great atmosphere to be in with friendly, 

helpful staff. I did some research on the shoes and tops and the prices were just phenomenal! Some classy footwear such as heels 

or boots for them classy gals’ range from 5 dollars and 99 cents all the way to 12 dollars and plus they are in descent shape. The 

tops and shirts on the other hand were also great. A simple black blouse I picked up was a simple, low-cost at a merely 2 dollars and 

99 cents. Talk about a great deal or what? If you haven’t checked out the “Salvation Army” I definitely recommend checking out 

that store. 

 

H&M 

H&M is another low-cost store with amazing deals and prices, just depending on where to look that is. H&M clothes are not really 

exactly the type I go for exactly, but where ever I see that word “SALE” that’s in the store; my big brown-eyes are just headed 

straight in that direction. The atmosphere is loud and noisy, and with a tiny gal like me it’s hard to maneuver my way through peo-

ple. H&M has decent looking tops in there, but on my mind was only on what article of clothing...And that is ‘bottoms’. The prices 

for jeans were Amazing and almost blew my mind when I noticed the cost of them. A whole twelve dollars were the cost of them, 

and I couldn’t help but to try them on. The prices for the skirts were quite awesome and did not cause me to go into ‘Sticker-shock’. 

Six dollars was the price of one simple skirt, which can make any out-fit go from ‘sleek’ to ‘chic and can be worn for any occasion or 

date’. Also to increase my enjoyment the skirts were on “Sale” which so happens to be my favourite word when it comes to shop-

ping. I definitely recommend checking that store out for great prices for ‘bottoms’ but the service really brought my mood down in 

there. The “fitting-room” worker wasn’t exactly the friendliest person in the store, and would not exactly help me right away when 

I needed to be assisted. The worker kept talking to a fellow employee about her plans for her Saturday-night and didn’t even 

bother noticing me or any other people that needed to be assisted. The service really did make me flustered, but other than that, 

there is really no problem with “H&M”.  

Forever 21 

Forever 21 is a great money saver when it comes to buying accessories. Shopping for accessories is my favourite past-time, and 

with deals that “Forever 21” has, then you really can’t go wrong. Jewelry shopping is fun to do, and can brighten any out-fit and can 

turn it from ‘drab’ to ‘fab’. “Forever 21” has a busy ambiance but is very open, and I’m not getting pushed or shoved around. The 

workers are all friendly, and they seemed like they know what they are doing when it comes to fashion. Anyways, back to accesso-

ries…. Just by walking into the store I automatically veered my way towards the jewelry. There was a huge, variety of choices to 

look at, I just get so mesmerized by all the choices there was. I eyes particularly noticed a gorgeous royal blue bracelets, glancing at 

the piece of jewelry the price just blew me away. With a legit cost of 7 dollars. But the prices of the jewelry really do range depend-

ing on what you are searching for.  

Those are a few stores I have narrowed down for shopping less. But there are other mentioned stores that are up there: “The Gap”, 

“Wall Mart”, “Sears”, “Zellers”, also “Joes Fresh” is other recommended stores to check out that will fit any girl’s preference, and 

will bring out your inner ‘Fashionista’. Remember that bigger isn’t always better when it comes to costs, but more importantly is 

able to look Fabulous at any time of the day.  

                                                                                                      Cont page 11 
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Forever 21 makes up for its meager men's depart-

ment with crew-neck T's in various colours for 

$6.90 
Stay Casual and Cozy in knitwear 

(Wool Stripe Sweater in beige, Joe 

Fresh, $29)!  

What to wear if there’s a dime to spare con’t. 

    Diamonds are a girls best friend? How about    
    Forever 21’s accessory section? 

Love love love this word! 



Diwali, the festival of lights By Amit Dhuga 
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 Hey Sabres, it’s the Big Dhuga again! This is not the next part of “Feelin’ The Pump Once Again!” article but an article about 

the Indian holiday, Diwali. As you all know the SLC celebrated Diwali on Monday, October 24
th

 in the drama room at lunch so that we 

could share our culture and holiday with others. Apart from the amazing food and music, intense dancing, and the heart throbbing 

dance instructor that interested a quite a few of the female audience (including Ms. Bermudez), there was a slideshow explaining 

what Diwali is and also explaining the culture of India. I’m sure there are still some of you who say to yourselves “What is Di-

wali?” Well I can tell you that it is more than just a few dance moves and butter chicken.  

 

 Diwali is the “festival of lights” and is celebrated by Hindus, Sikhs (I’m Sikh), Jains and Buddhist and other religions all over 

the world between mid-October and mid-November depending when the new moon night falls according to the Hindu lunisolar 

calendar. Families (including my own) traditionally light divas (a small clay lamp filled with oil) to signify the triumph of good over 

evil. The divas are kept burning all through the night to make the goddess Lakshmi (the goddess of wealth and prosperity) feel wel-

come into your home. Firecrackers are also used so as to drive evil spirits away. After the lamps are lit and prayers are said, with 

such an abundance of food families and friends share sweets, snacks, dinner and just enjoy themselves. 

 Diwali which was derived from the Sanskrit word “Deepavali” translates into “row of lights”. Diwali is celebrated over 5 

days and each day represents one of the six principal religious stories associated to Diwali. Generally each story is a tale of the gods 

or goddesses defeating and triumphing over evil. The most common known tale is of Lord Rama returning from a 14 year exile de-

creed by his father, due to the evil of another, to welcome his return and light his way divas were lit in rows of 20. Diwali also marks 

the end of the harvest season for the farmers in most of India and with Diwali being the last major celebration before the winter; 

farmers give their thanks for the harvests of the year gone by and pray for a bountiful year ahead from the goddess Lakshmi (the 

goddess of wealth and prosperity).  

 Each region, area and even religion in India celebrates Diwali in their own way and for their own beliefs. Although there is 

so much religious history behind Diwali most people enjoy it for the beautiful lights, fireworks, decorations, and food and family 

gatherings. It's usually the family's choice on what food to serve on Diwali, but in my family, some foods we serve are Kheer (which 

is made up of rice, milk and dry fruits), Samosas, and yes Sabres we even serve the infamous Butter Chicken, or we serve Butter 

Paneer (very similiar to Butter Chicken, but is homemade cheese smothered in the sauce, not meat). My cousin, Serena Sra, Grade 

12, describes Diwali as "a joyful and religious occasion for everyone to share" and Bradley Ghag, Grade 8, explains that Diwali is "a 

time to celebrate and get together with family and eat a lot of Punjabi food!" In my opinion, you don’t have to be a part of any relig-

ion or culture to enjoy the celebrations, everyone is always welcome to come and join in the festivities. 

 

I hope that with this short overview of what Diwali is about, you will be able to better understand and enjoy the festivities even 

more! 

 

Wishing everyone a very Happy Diwali full of prosperity, health and happiness!! 

       Amit Dhuga showing off the Kurta Pajama, a  
       traditional Indian outfit for men. 

Future Bollywood dancers, don't 

you think? 

Guests enjoying the Indian buffet 
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It’s the year 2011, three years since the world’s economy took a sharp downturn into recession in September 2008. Since then 

we’ve had unemployment rates spiking, the housing market collapsing and the American dollar falling (bad news for Canada 

who relies strongly on the US for trade). The world has always been a big mess to leave the comfort of home for; to explore and 

gain experience from and the current state of the economy makes it no better. Recently, a movement has begun; rising from the 

economy’s bloated corpse. It’s slowly gained attention from the public and the media, making its way through newspapers, so-

cial networking, magazines and the internet. Occupy Wall Street was its original name when it all began. 

  

A controversial chess piece in the game of today’s society, the occupation idea actually started as a Canadian, anti-consumerist 

movement called ‘Adbusters’. On June 9th, 2011 Adbusters registered a website called ‘occupywallstreet.org’. Four days later, 

they made the suggestion of peaceful protests on Wall Street. On August 2nd, demonstrations were made in Lower Manhattan 

on the eve of the US’s debt-ceiling deadline. Occupy Wall Street was put into motion as demonstrators from Occupy Wall Street 

and New Yorkers Against Budget Cuts began to plan the event. Anonymous (an activist group that uses hacking to achieve 

means) showed their support. On September 17th, the first protests under Occupy Wall Street were held. 1,000 people gath-

ered on Wall Street. The movement was in motion but what was it heading for? Wall Street, an area of big banks and corpora-

tions was the background to demonstrations protesting taxes being used to bail out failing banks, money in government and the 

general inequality between the rich and poor. “We are the 99%” is the slogan, suggesting that the middle class and poor make 

up a grander majority than the wealthiest 1%. On the 19th, Wall Street opened as per usual. The Occupation movement began 

to sneak into the media’s area of attention. As protests continued, arrests were first made on the 20th under a law made in 

1845 that bans wearing masks in public unless for events such as masquerades. The protests are four days in. September 24th, 

and 80 arrests were made as protesters parade uptown, closing several streets. Cases of police brutality appeared; videos sur-

faced and caused rumblings amongst the population and media, especially of an officer who is taped macing young women. 

Public awareness con-

tinued to grow. Sup-

port is offered to dem-

onstrators, and people 

of importance--such as 

Michael Moore--

turned up to address 

the throngs of people. 

  

The movement began 

to spread through 

social networking sites like Twitter with the hashtag #OccupyWallStreet and protests are attempted in San Francisco (Citibank, 

Chase). On October 1st over 700 arrests are made when protesters marched on Brooklyn Bridge, interrupting traffic. Police offi-

cers were forced to call for multiple buses and paddy wagons to transport the arrested. By October 5th numbers swelled to 

5,000-15,000 protesters. Scuffles emerged at nightfall to spike the peaceful demonstration and protesters attempted to rush 

barriers blocking them from Wall Street. Officers responded with pepper spray and orange netting tactics. Smaller protests con-

tinued throughout the country. The next day protests appeared throughout America in Portland, Los Angeles, San Francisco, 

Tampa and cities in Texas. As the Occupy Wall Street movement continued to occupy areas outside of the single street it origi-

nated from, President Obama released a statement saying, "I think it expresses the frustrations the American people feel, that 

we had the biggest financial crisis since the Great Depression, huge collateral damage all throughout the country... and yet 

you're still seeing some of the same folks who acted irresponsibly trying to fight efforts to crack down on the abusive practices 

that got us into this in the first place." 

  

It’s been 22 days of Occupation so far. On October 8th, protests of 100-200 people started up in Washington, DC. Some attempt-

ing to enter the Air and Space Museum were pepper sprayed. The next day approximately 100 protesters gathered outsider of 

the White House.  

"The bottom line is, people want to express themselves, and as long as they obey the laws, we'll allow them to," says NYC Mayor 

Michael Bloomberg on the 10th. He expressed no wish to remove demonstrators from the streets; a victory for those back on 

Wall Street. In Boston, 140 people were arrested for ignoring orders to move their camps. On October 13th, Mayor Bloomberg 

asked protesters to leave Zuccotti Park--where they had been gathering for 27 days--so that it can be cleaned. The protesters 

call for cleaning supplies saying they’d do it themselves.                                                      

                                                                                                                                                  Continued next page... 
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On October 15th, 29 days into the movement, the Occupation spread worldwide, including demonstrations outside Vancouver’s 

own Art Gallery. Protests remained peaceful globally, with the exception of riots that breached previously peaceful demonstra-

tions in Rome on the same day it started, causing $1.4 million dollars in damage. After a day of global occupation, the White 

House released a statement saying that President Obama was working in the interest of 99%.   

The movement took a turn for the worse on October 25th in Oakland, California. Police forces moving against protesters 

launched beanbags, teargas and rubber bullets to clear out the crowds and arrested 85 people. Later, marches held by protest-

ers met the same fate. This time, an Iraq War veteran went into a critical condition after being hit on the head with a police 

projectile. The news of the veteran in intensive care--Scott Olsen--was received by others with contempt. On the 26th demon-

strators march near Union Square in protest of Olsen’s condition. The next day, Mayor Jean Quan said Oakland protesters could 

stay in light of the violence of two days ago. By November 2nd the Occupation became a general strike in the continued protest 

of Scott Olsen’s injury and violence of October 25th. 

 

So what is the Occupation movement? It’s a leaderless organization that has protests continuing across the world, even in our 

own backyard. Demonstrators are protesting everything that’s wrong with the economy: the inequality, corporate greed, the 

gap between rich and poor and money mixing with government (corporations support government financially; government 

works in favour of corporations; corporations make more money; repeat). The New York Times recently published these statis-

tics based on Census Bureau and IRS findings: Between 1979 and 2007, the income for the richest 1% of America climbed 275%. 

The top 20%’s income went up 65%, the middle 60%’s (most of the middle class) went up 40% and the very bottom fifth climbed 

only 18%. There are currently protests in 95 cities across 82 countries including Australia, South Africa, Hong Kong, India, Japan, 

South Korea, England, France, Germany, Italy, Ireland, Russia, Scotland, Spain, Greece, Switzerland, Sweden, Brazil, Mexico, 

Colombia, all 50 states in the US and all 10 Canadian provinces with protests in 6 areas in BC alone.   

Yes, there is an Occupy Vancouver. Ever since the movement went worldwide, demonstrations have been held in front of the 

Vancouver Art Gallery. 4,000 people have turned up, making it the highest populated Occupation movement in Canada. There 

are currently plans to evacuate Occupy Vancouver from the lawn of the Vancouver Art Gallery for a Grey Cup event, but the 

demonstrators say they aren’t moving. In fact, they even have a schedule planned straight through December. Roughly 150 

people are camping out in a hundred-some multicoloured tents outside the gallery every night. However, the use of the police 

force is not a choice the city has been too eager to go with. Vancouver police chief John Chu says the tactic hasn’t worked in 

other cities, and wants to avoid violence. He has instead insisted on a court injunction before breaking up the encampment, 

which may take weeks. With all this in mind, Occupy Vancouver has become a top subject in the upcoming mayoral race.  

 

So what does this mean for you? Well, we are the future generation. That world out there will have all the problems it does 

now, maybe more, maybe less. We’ll soon be wading through it all to shape it into whatever we please and the best way we can 

do that is to have a knowledge of everything that goes on around us. So keep your minds open and keep up to date on what’s 

happening out there, because the news is always changing and the Occupation is still an event that can alter everything.  

 

Questions? Opinions? Occupy our inbox at sabretrooth@hotmail.com  

Veterans don Guy Fawkes masks while  

protesting 

The original poster from 

AdBusters 



 

Our unsung heroes By Kate Pearsall 
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If you look around Sutherland, you will see teachers, staff and students walking down the clean hallways, hustling up the spot-

less stairs on the way to class and playing sports in the shinning gym. But, if you take time to look even closer you will probably 

see, among the students and teachers, some of the hardest working people in our school. The Custodians, who keep our 

school more than clean, they keep it in a state that makes it comfortable for us all to learn, study and have fun. 

 

The custodians are some of the most important people in this whole school. Let's face it, none of us want to be stuck in school 

all day; especially if it had garbage laying around everywhere and if its smell suffocated us with every breath. But you may or 

may not have noticed that there isn’t harsh smells flooding the hallway and there is no crunching of moldy lunches under our 

feet and we can only thank the Custodians for this. 

 

Just because we have people that clean up after us when we drop garbage, make a mess or graffiti, it doesn’t mean that we 

should take advantage of them. I’m almost one hundred and ten percent positive that their jobs are already time consuming 

without them having to pick up the juice box that has stuck itself to the floor using its sticky juice as its adhesive tool, the pa-

per ball that you neglected to throw away after missing a big three point shot from the back corner of the room or the gum 

that lost its flavour and you decided to give the desk a taste. All of there lazy decisions are a waste of time for our custodians 

and could be easily prevented with maturity and a little thought. So next time you are thinking about writing a pointless mes-

sage about how you are feeling on the bathroom stall, ask yourself if you want to be the one cleaning this up after. If the an-

swer is no then don’t do it. If the answer is yes I advise you talk to the school about getting a job here as a custodian and then 

scrape off the gum you just pasted to the bottom of your desk. 

The custodians clean, sweep, empty garbage’s, clean our classrooms and even clear a pathway for us when the sidewalk is 

packed down with snow. They even take time to pop their heads into the gym as support our sabers sports teams for a couple 

minutes, which I might add is more that most students in this school do. If our custodians can take time out of their busy 

schedule to cheer on a team then so can you. 

 

Next time you see a custodian, hard at work like usual, try thanking him for all of the time and effort and care that he puts into 

keeping our school’s atmosphere clean, fresh, and healthy. Make the effort to pick up a piece of garbage in your class or the 

hall. But most of all show some more respect for our beautiful new school. In my eyes our custodians deserve some more 

recognition for their hard work, because they are Sutherland’s unsung heroes.  

Sutherland’s clean hallways, thanks to the janitors. Give 

them some more respect! 
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We all have our own unique talents when it comes to things we enjoy. Some people like to play sports and some like to read. Tho-

mas Nijdam is the artist of the month and I picked Thomas to be recognized because I used to go to his Art class to visit my friends 

and I noticed that he was amazing at drawing. I recently had a chance to sit down and ask him a few questions to get to know him 

more. 

 

 

 

Marina Khem (Sabre Trooth): Hello, Thomas, why don’t you introduce yourself to our readers? 

 

Thomas Nijdam: Hello, My name is Thomas, I’m in grade 11. 

 

ST.: When did you start drawing? 

 

T.N.: In Grade One, when my teacher introduced it to me. 

 

ST.: What do you like to draw? 

 

T.N.: I like to draw things that are realistic. 

 

ST: How do you feel while or after you're finished your drawing? 

 

T.N.: I feel happy, excited, and frustrated, because I enjoy drawing, I want to know what it will look like, but since I'm a perfection-

ist I can't help but correct my mistakes which makes me frustrated. 

 

ST: Who is your favourite artist? 

 

TN: Vincent Van Gogh because he's a Dutch, and I like how he presents the realism in his art. 

 

ST: Alright, now let’s get into more personal questions. What else do you enjoy doing besides drawing? 

 

TN: I enjoy swimming and videogames. 

 

ST.: What kind of music do you listen to? 

 

TN: I listen to Dubstep, Techno, Electronic, and don't mind anything else. 

 

ST.: What do you like about school? 

 

TN: I like the social aspect of school, to be honest there isn't much I like about school 

 

ST: Which one is better, Batman or Spiderman? 

 

TN: Spiderman, cause he's more colourful 

 

ST: If you woke up the next day seeing yourself as a girl, what would you do? 

 

TN: I would freak out, go see a doctor, and if nothing’s wrong, just live life as a chick. 

 

 

 

Well there you have it, a little more information on Thomas, artist of the month. Now that we all know how great he is at drawing, 

be sure to say hi or ask him to draw something for you the next time you see him. He seems to have a future for himself as an 

artist.  
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A Cherry not on top By John Topham 

Who doesn’t love Don Cherry? Well, the answer to that question is about 50% of all Canadians. Donald Stewart Cherry, 

also known as Don Cherry, is a very opinionated Canadian ice hockey commentator for CBC Television. Most of you probably 

know him for his flamboyant dressing and his obnoxious outspoken manner. You either love him or hate him. 

An episode that was recently played on Coach’s Corner caught a lot of attention to the media because of what Don 

Cherry said about three former NHL players, who are now against fighting in the NHL. Stu Grimson, Chris Nilan, and Jim Thomson 

are former enforcers who suggest that NHL players who fight are prone to substance abuse. This topic of speech came after the 

death of three NHL players who all happened to be enforcers of the NHL and suffered from depression or substance abuse: 

Derek Boogaard, Rick Rypien, and Wade Belak. 

There are huge debates and arguments about whether fighting should stay in the game of hockey and Don Cherry is 

greatly against the illegalization of fighting. Cherry seemed extremely rattled when the three players brought up their argument 

because they were once fighters also, who were earnings hundreds of thousands of dollars a year. Now that they’re retired and 

wealthy, they don’t think anyone else should be allowed to fight? Cherry even resorted to calling them “turncoats”, “hypocrites,” 

and “pukes.” I know most of you probably call your siblings these names but to say it on television is just brutal! Don Cherry has 

got more guts than any other commentator I know. 

Cherry not only ribbed on the three former fighters but he also blasted at all the anti-fighters in general by saying, "You 

people that are against fighting, you should be ashamed of yourselves," Cherry said. "You took advantage of that to make your 

point on fighting." He was rather angry that one of the only arguments that the anti-fighters had was that of the three deaths 

that recently happened (which is a pretty fricken big argument). 

Surprisingly, Chris Nilan and Stu Grimson (two of the three “hypocrites”) actually denied ever saying NHL fighters are 

prone to depression and substance abuse. Ever since Cherry’s argument, Grimson denied in interviews that he ever said fighting 

should be removed from hockey. Grimson, whose nickname during his career was "The Grim Reaper," also says he doesn't suffer 

from addiction to drugs and alcohol. Stu Grimson is also a lawyer and the three ex-fighters seriously considered filing a lawsuit 

against Don Cherry if they didn’t get the proper apology they deserved. With all that cleared up, Don Cherry seemed embar-

rassed with all the false accusations he was rudely making. 

Don Cherry apologized for regretfully calling them “pukes,” and he even claimed that he loved the style of play that the 

enforcers brought to the game. "I gotta admit I was wrong on a lot of things. Three enforcers, tough guys, my type of guys, I 

threw them under the bus, and I'm sorry about it. I really am," said Cherry. Don Cherry submissively backed down with his tail 

between his legs like a good doggy. 

Who could dislike this man? 
Stu Grimson(right) brutalizing a player 

from the Colorado Avalanche! 
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A few weeks ago, on the last Pro-D day, four grade eleven students; Cam MacKinnon, Josh Palmer, 

Malachi Barrass and I attempted to replicate the YouTube sensation Epic Meal Time’s creation the 

Fast Food Lasagna. Why? Because four teenagers with free time most likely will involve food in that 

time. And why not go big or go home  in our quest to stave off hunger? Now, along with telling you 

how I executed my epic meal, I will also give a few helpful hints to those looking to create their own 

epic meal times. 

 

The original Fast Food Lasagna contained 15 Big Macs, 15 Baconators, 15 Teen burgers (with no 

green vegetables), onion rings, a lot of cheese and bacon, 1 litre of Big Mac sauce, and the guys from 

Epic Meal Time's custom meat sauce. Now due to the very high price, the amount of food and not 

having a pan big enough to hold all that food, my friends and I made a much smaller version.  

 

Our Fast Food Lasagna wasn’t much of a lasagna, in the end it was more like a cheesy burger pile with bacon. The ingredients for 

our cheesy burger pile with bacon were 4 double cheese burgers and 4 bacon cheese burgers from McDonald’s, 4 double cheese 

burgers with bacon from Burger King, 3 bags of Kraft Mexicana shredded cheese, 3 packs of bacon and 1 large McDonald’s French 

fries. Feeling full yet?  

 

Our burger pile had eight layers to it: the bottom layer was the four burger king burgers and two of the McDonald’s double 

cheese burgers, followed by a layer of bacon strips and cheese. Then we repeated with another layer of burgers, bacon strips and 

cheese. To finish it off we added what remained of the fries (we were weak to the power of McDonald’s French fries) on top with 

one final layer of cheese. We baked it in the oven on 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 10 minutes. The taste of what we ate can truly 

be described as being cheesy-greasy-meaty awesomeness. As a little tribute to the guys at Epic Meal Time we each placed a ba-

con strip in our glasses of Coke and drank. The first sip tasted exactly like bacon. Then we gorged on our burger pile; we had 

enough food left that I had to call in the two international students living in my home to finish it off.  

My fifth epic meal was a success, it also happened to be Cam MacKinnon’s first epic meal and I think it will not be his last. Josh 

Palmer has joined me all five times I have attempted an epic meal and Malachi Barrass has joined me four of the five times. While 

this was a success, the four of us were only half of the people who were originally joining us in our grease feast but due to some 

conflicts in scheduling, were unable to make it. Big thanks to Malachi, Josh and Cam for joining me in this artery clogging experi-

ence and to Natalie Korz our photographer for the pictures of greasiness, can’t wait until next time! 

To anyone who wonders, that bad boy had a total cost of just about $70. 

Ever wanted to do what those guys on Epic Meal Time do on a weekly basis? I have a few helpful tips for anyone wanting to try. I 

have done the art of Epic Meal Time five times now and I’ve learned a thing or two about embarking on such endeavors.  

Tip #1: Research the cost. Whether you’re replicating what was done in a video or you’ve made up your own, an epic meal costs a 

good amount of money for teenagers, especially ones without jobs. So if fast food is on your list of ingredients, maybe check out 

the place first, so you know how much money you need to afford your yummy greasiness.  

Tip #2: Get $20 each. This really depends on the amount of people you invite, but $20 from each person who is eating should 

cover the cost of the epic meal time. The remainder can always be divided amongst you. The amount of money doesn’t have to 

be $20 but an equal share of money from all participants that adds up to or is over your total cost will suffice.  

Tip #3: Pre-buy. To save on time, purchase anything that can be refrigerated and kept for at least a few days. The only ingredients 

that should be bought on the day of cooking should be any fast food items: no one wants to eat day old fast food burgers. 

Tip #4: Plan around sports games. Many of us engage in sports after school and/or on the weekend. I have run into the problem 

of friends not being able to eat much because of an upcoming game, so as not to waste anything do it on a day where there are 

no sports or plan enough time to digest your epic meal.  

Tip #5: Bacon strips. ‘Nuff said. 

Tip #6: Oven-bake your bacon strips. If you get bacon strips, oven-bake them. You can cook more at one time and there won’t be 

as much bacon grease to clean off the stove top. 

Tip #7: Eat before you eat. You are going to want to eat a bit throughout the day so that when you initiate your epic meal, your 

stomach can expand and fit enough when you gorge. Don’t fill up though as you won’t be able to eat your creation. 

Tip #8: Drink a beverage. Have a drink of some sort on hand while eating an epic meal, you’ll need it. Trust me.  

Tip#9: Have a time waster. I’m going against what Mr. Thornhill told me back in grade eight foods class to never leave my oven 

unattended while in use, or something like that. But with the amount of time you’ll have to wait while your bacon and epic meal 

bake in the oven you’re not going to want to stand there the whole time. So I suggest either getting to work on the dishes or put-

ting on a movie in the room over so you’re within earshot of the timer and can smell if your meal burns.                  Cont. next page 

Initiating an Epic Meal Time By Nathan Mayes 

Watch that bacon flip 
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    Our epic supplies 
Drink up that bacon coke! 

Initiating an epic meal time con’t. 

 

Tip #7: Eat before you eat. You are going to want to eat a bit throughout the day so that when you initiate your epic meal, your 

stomach can expand and fit enough when you gorge. Don’t fill up though as you won’t be able to eat your creation. 

Tip #8: Drink a beverage. Have a drink of some sort on hand while eating an epic meal, you’ll need it. Trust me.  

Tip#9: Have a time waster. I’m going against what Mr. Thornhill told me back in grade eight foods class to never leave my oven 

unattended while in use, or something like that. But with the amount of time you’ll have to wait while your bacon and epic 

meal bake in the oven you’re not going to want to stand there the whole time. So I suggest either getting to work on the dishes 

or putting on a movie in the room over so you’re within earshot of the timer and can smell if your meal burns.  

Tip #10: Invite your pals. Epic meal times are a great time to be had by all. Whether you’re cooking it, eating it or just watching 

an Epic Meal Time is a blast and a great way to hang out with all your friends at once, if you can get them all to show. And if 

you’re going to spend your money on something I say spend it on an epic meal time. It’s worth it.  

There you have it Sabres, my list of tips and my experience in epic eatery, for any others longing to join the ranks of epic eaters. 

So I wish you luck in your epic culinary escapades in the future. Next time; we eat leftovers. 

Cheers for a job well done 

Mr. Bungle....how shall I describe you to the general public of Sutherland Secondary?....Well if 

you like K$sha, Lady Gaga, Kanye West and all that other s-h-double-hockey-sticks stop read-

ing, and turn the page. Do it. 

Hello people with substance to your music tastes. You have more respect in the eyes of bil-

lions. Yet that still doesn’t mean you’ll like Mr. Bungle. As this band creates an interesting crea-

ture that is their form of music, they lack to stick to a singular genre during the course of a 

song, and have no real recognizable features. Well...other than the fact that they sound bloody 

brilliant. If randomness, wonderful beat changes, and kooky singing is your forte; you’ll be 

eating this band up in a matter of minutes. Yes minutes. As in they will eat your soul and make 

you love them in the process of one song. 

The band was formed in 1985 while the members were still in high school. Yes, they were our 

age. So to all of you musician wannabes there is hope for you yet! The band even though hav-

ing signed on to Warner Bros (a major company) have never been huge on the commercial 

market. Yet instead became known through their immense cult following, due to their clear 

awesomeness and unique ability. 

If you’re down to hear possibly every single kind of rock during the process of a couple 

minutes, youtube them. You’ll mind will be blown. 

 

Recommended Tracks:   Squeeze Me Macaroni, Quote Unquote.  

Sabre FM By Brittany Mrsic 

You think the album cover is weird? Yah, 

so is the album. It's *bleeping* awesome.  
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Facebook: The dangers within By Jack Bondy 

The revolutionary social network, Facebook, was created by Mark Zuckerberg and his fellow college 

roommates and was launched on February 1st, 2004. I’m sure if you haven’t been living in a cave for 

the past few years, you would have at least heard of it, let alone signed up to it. An interesting ques-

tion that was raised in my mind regarding Facebook was "How is this social network making 

money?" The answer, advertisements and personal information. Yes you heard me, personal infor-

mation. You know those mundane ‘Terms and Conditions’ that pop up when you are trying to sign 

up for something? Well I decided to actually read parts of it (you’re probably thinking “What is 

wrong with this person?? Who would actually read terms and conditions?!”) But low and behold, 

within the second paragraph I found this: “The terms and conditions below describe the terms on 

which Facebook, Inc. may provide certain information about you to certain third parties who have 

developed applications that use information from the www.facebook.com website”. 

That sounds a little weird doesn’t it? Facebook has the ‘right’ to give away your personal information 

to third parties? Now with this in mind, almost everything you do on Facebook is no longer as confi-

dential as you deemed it to be. Is this not theft? Even if you remove personal information, Facebook 

has the right to save that information automatically, so there isn’t really that much you can do. I do; 

however, have some tips for avoiding the unwanted distribution of your personal information. 

 

1. Don’t sign up for Facebook. (duh..) 

 

2. Change all privacy settings to “friends only” (The default privacy settings are public, which is abso-

lutely outrageous.) 

 

3. Don’t go about adding random people (Which is a really bad idea, and I’ll explain the dangers of 

doing so below.) 

 

So you get a friend request from someone you do not know. Before you go about adding this person 

so that you hit the 500th or 1000th friend mark, ask yourself, what can this person do to me once 

they are on my friends list? The answer depends on how much you rely on Facebook as a sharing 

place. Are you one of those people who posts where you are at a specific time? (DUMBEST idea of 

them all) Or perhaps you’re the one who post pictures of yourself that you probably wouldn’t be will-

ing to show to strangers? Maybe you have your phone number and email posted onto your Facebook. 

If so, I advise that you might want to make some changes. 

 

When you add someone you do not know or have never met, you have no idea who they are or what 

they are capable of. Perhaps this person is just a mere creeper and enjoys observing people’s profiles 

in their spare time, maybe it’s a friend pretending to be someone else, or maybe they could be a rag-

ing psychopath out to harm others. I’m not trying to jump to far-fetched conclusions, I’m simply giv-

ing possible examples. You never know who is out there in the online world and it is important to be 

Are you one of 
those people 

who posts where 
you are at a 

specific time? 
(DUMBEST idea 

of them all)  
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Being a Guido is a Way a' Lyfe By Katarina Tsamis 

There are so many reasons why you SHOULD watch Jersey Shore.. every week! In the last issue Justin Solyom 

stated that it wasn’t a good show, and I 100% disagreed. This said person has never actually watched the show, 

because all his arguments were completely invalid, in my opinion. Jersey Shore, or more affectionately known as 

Jshore, is all about 8 young Italian-Americans who spend most of their free time at the gym, at clubs, or in bed. 

Four amazing seasons ago we were introduced to this talented, extremely tanned cast at the shore house in 

jersey, now many dye-jobs, diets, and one cast-mate replacement later we’re all watching them arrive in the 

motherland… Italy.So here's the Top Five reasons why you should watch jersey shore. 

1). Tanning: Face it, everyone looks better with a tan, Jshore is just stating this in a very healthy, vocal way. So 

many people fake n' bake anyways, what's wrong with Pauly D having a little colour, come on-- you're all jealous 

you're pasty.  

2) Gym: It's called being healthy! Everyone goes to the gym. In fact, lots of people end up there everyday as 

well! The cast is just encouraging viewers to go more often. Just because most of them have rockin' bods does-

n't mean you can hate.. they work at it.  

3) Laundry: sorry, that's a given 

4) Humour: If a show is capable of making you feel better about yourself, why wouldn't you want to watch it? 

You end up laughing out loud as soon as it comes on anyways.   

5) Lifestyle: Most of us are just jel that we can't live their lives and get paid to do it. Why not watch a bunch of 

tanned, ripped guidos and guidettes have the time of their lives, while you're bored and at home on a Thursday 

night.  

 

"You should watch jersey shore because it shows you how to not live your life..."-Jessica Kyllo gr.12  

 

"It's fun for like when you're talking to your friends, it’s a good conversation starter to be like "oh did you see 

what Snooki did last night?"-Eva Szakacs gr.12  

 

"I just love all their tans! I wanna be just like Snooki!"-Marina White gr.11  

 

         Need I say more? 

Snooki, marina whites idol? The best tanned cast on TV! 

“You should 

watch Jersey 

Shore 

because it 

shows you 

how to not 

live your 

life…” 
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Quiz: What movie genre are you? By Zahra Ghodsi 

Sometimes finding the right kind of movie to watch is tough and you might end up watching the wrong 

movie. The purpose if watching a movie is to entertain and relax yourself, but that wouldn’t be possible if 

you’re a sensitive and peaceful person sitting at an action or horror movie. Here is a quiz which would help 

you to figure out what kind of a movie best suits you.  

 

1.It’s a rainy day and you have to walk to school, what do you hope to happen? 

   A) A really nice guy that you know for a while gives you a ride 

   B) Hope that school would blow up so you don’t have to go to school 

   C) Use a flying carpet and fly to school 

   D) See a circus car and get on it and go to a circus, who cares about school? 

 

2. Which gift do you prefer? 

A)Roses and chocolate 

B) The newest kind of weapons 

C)A time machine 

D)A jack in the box 

3. How does your room look like? 
A)Full of twilight, titanic and good looking celebrity posters 
B)Full of traps and lasers 
C)Posters of E.T  

D)Colourful with lots of collectables 

4. Which one’s your favourite smiley face? 

A)  

B)  

C)  

D)  

 

5. What’s your favourite colour combination? 

A)Pink, red, white 

B)Black, green, yellow 

C)Blue, silver, purple 

D)Yellow, orange, red 

-Con’t. next page 

Comments?  
Questions?  
Concerns?  

Contact us at sabretrooth@hotmail.com We won’t bite, 
We promise ! 
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Quiz: What movie genre are you? Con’t 

Looking for the right movie? 

6. You see a person passed out on the floor? 

A)DARN!! I missed Justin Bieber’s concert 

B)YES!! The war began, now I can use my weapons 

C)There must be an alien attack, better to go to my shelter 

D)Start drawing a moustache on them 

7. A bird poops on your head what would you do? 

A)Run to bathroom and clean it up before someone sees you 

B)Take out your gun and shoot the bird 

C)Respect the bird, it might be taking a letter to Harry Potter or his friends 

D)Laugh it off, you know the bird from the circus. 

MOSTLY A’s: 

You enjoy watching romantic movies; you’re the nice person who enjoys spending a weekend with their boyfriend/girlfriend or your 

besties. You enjoy love stories and hope they would happen in your life. Romantic movies and stories will attract you and affect your 

emotions. Movies like “The Notebook,” “Sleepless in Seattle,” and “Hitch” are for you. 

MOSTLY B’s: 

You’re the type of person who enjoys watching action movies. You don’t mind seeing some blood and killing. You like crazy action 

moves and super cool weapons, but try not to watch too much of it, sometimes it’s better to live in peace. “Saving Private Ryan,” 

“Rambo,” “Die Hard,” or “Terminator” are some movies you may enjoy watching. 

MOSTLY C’s: 

Sci-fi  and Fantasy movies make you want to live in another world.  You wish that you could use some magical unrealistic things in 

your life like spells or beaming transport to make things the way you want. Any “Star Trek,” “Star Wars,” “Harry Potter,” or “Lord of 

the Rings” movies are for you. 

MOSTLY D’s: 

Comedy describes you, you’re a happy person. Not only you like to make some jokes and pranks but also you enjoy watching it in a 

movie. Comedy movies make you hyper and give you energy.  Try watching any “Harold and Kumar” films,  “The Hangover,” or “Hot 

Tub Time Machine,” for more laughs. 
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For those of you who don’t know Ms.Giraud, she is the Career Explorations advisor and she gives 

students advice on work experience, apprenticeship, and leadership. I met up with her on Tuesday, 

November 2
nd

 and she introduced to me a list of programs for jobs that students can attend for work 

experience (this list can be found on Ms.Giraud’s blog site). For students that are interested in Engi-

neering, there is a program at UBC from November 26
th

 to December 15
th

. If there are any students 

interested in work with the RCMP, applications for the RCMP Youth Academy are due on December 

9
th

; a 10-day boot camp is necessary for the course and the individual must pass the fitness test. Any 

students interested in working in the mountains? Well applications are due whenever there is snow 

(that’s not too long from now!). If there are students that aren’t interested in working up in the 

mountains, there are many other opportunities during the Winter break for any individual who seeks 

work experience. Any students registered in work experience, be sure to connect with Ms.Watson or 

Mr.Mikkers as part of the course. Ms. Giraud’s main statement is “GET CONNECTED, because you 

need something to put on your resume and scholarship applications.” For more information on work 

or any of the programs mentioned above, check out the bulletin board outside the office, or even 

better, check out Ms.Giraud’s blog site at http://pgiraud.blogspot.com/ and if you see a program 

that interests you, Ms. Giraud is waiting in her office for your applications!  

Get connected to get rich By Amit Dhuga 

Your future is closer 

than you think 

The Sutherland senior boys soccer team are a force to be reckon with. With a defense first 

mindset, the team is able to take advantage of the opponent's mistakes, and turn them into 

scoring opportunities for their extremely talented midfielders and strikers. I recognized 

quite quickly that these guys really meshed as a team, and were all ready and willing to do 

whatever it took to win. I was able to watch the team as they faced off against the Carson 

Graham Eagles, and totally outclassed them in every area of the game. 

 

The Sabres’ explosive counter attack was way too much for the Eagles flat defense to han-

dle. The Sabres finished off the Eagles with a hard fought, well excecuted 3-0 victory, with 

Jacob Hrica playing a fantastic game, utilizing his speed and skills to make his teammates 

better, setting up all 3 of the Sabre goals. The 3 scorers for Sutherland were Aidan Janz, 

Jared Swant, and Donald Fida, all finishing beautifully on the Eagles' keeper. 

 

Christopher Zepedeo, a very talented and quite charming grade 11, who also happens to be 

the goalkeeper for the Sabres stated, "I think that Carson had their chances, and we had 

ours, the difference was we finished most of them, they didn't." Very in depth from the 

man who got to sit and watch his boys dominate Carson Graham, while he notched yet 

another shutout. 

 

The Sabres finished the season with a scorching 7-2-1 record. With hard work and great all 

around play, Sutherland rolled their way into the playoffs. 

 

The Sabres played their playoff game against West Van, and suffered a tough 1-0 loss in penalty 

kicks. It was a fantastic effort by the boys in the white with blue and red trim, who often outplayed 

West Van., but in the end, the talented West van Highlanders managed victory in the penalty shoot-

out, just barely edging our Sabres 5-4. 

 

All in all, it was a fantastic season by our senior boys, with great team chemistry and outstanding 

skill. The future looks bright for our Sutherland soccer program, and it looks like we will be having 

competitive teams for years to come!  

Senior boys’ soccer has sensational season By Mitchell Merilees 

Sabres’ defender Alex Watson 

clearing the ball from danger! 
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Mr. and Mrs. Love 

Dear JGSO, 

I get where you are coming from. Not only did this boy take your heart out and eat it, he is now showing you the 

digested remains and putting them in a display case. The best thing to do is to ignore it, and fill up your time with 

your friends and your obligations. Take up some extra shifts at work, do an assignment early, have a girls night and 

rock the town in a pretty dress. Do anything to keep busy, and not be in his company. The more you see him the 

more you’ll think of him ,and thinking about him can make you fall back onto old memories; making it even harder 

to get over him. So keep your distance and look up pictures of Johnny Depp in your spare time. 

 

I get what most girls would want to do, either find a new boy, or beg the old one to come back. All a new boy 

would do is confuse your feelings and you could end up falling in love with the idea of being in love, and the old 

one...for some reason or another he chose to depart, so unless that reason can be handled, there is no sense head-

ing back into a relationship that has its cracks in it. 

 

Basically the best idea is to learn how to be content and happy being single. Do stuff you like to do that you never 

had time to before. Paint a picture, go shopping, read a new book, go to a play, hang out with that friend you don’t 

see very often. Anything that used to make you happy. 

Remember, you’re allowed to love more than once. Just give yourself time to heal before you start looking again. 

 

Mrs. Love 

 

Dear JGSO 

In an unexpected event, I agree with the Mrs. Just get away from him, he's probably a complete jerk for letting you 

go anyways, and if he's reading this then HEY, YOU'RE A JERK! He may have his own reasons for doing what he did 

but if he makes some kind of display then tell him what he did was wrong, kick him hard in the shins then walk 

away like a boss. 

 

Don't try for a new boy right away, and absolutely do not confess you're undying love to him, if he wants you back 

he'll let you know. Be a single girl! For your sake, you are still in high school after all; it's all about fun, parties and 

some math. As for Johnny Depp, well he may be an okay looking guy, he's no Paul Banks (singer of Interpol). Depp 

can't even shine the shoes of the great Paul Banks. But I digress... 

 

Have fun with your friends, your school and by just being you. There's more to life than just being alive. There's a 

light at the end of every pit of despair and a hand to guide you through to the end of it. 

 

Mr. Love 

             Over him yet? 

Dear, Mr. And Mrs. Love 

My boyfriend just dumped me and he isn’t exactly being the nicest guy about it. How do I get over him? 

Sincerely, 

Just got stepped on.  
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Nowadays, everyone is concerned with the way they look, and would want to achieve perfection in some way. Being physi-

cally attractive, in today’s society, is mainly based on features that have become “socially acceptable”, primarily through 

messages from the media. Unfortunately, an “acceptable” body image is popularly interpreted as being “thin,” especially 

among the female gender. As a result, many teenagers are not satisfied with their weight, and the way their bodies are pro-

portioned. 

What is an eating disorder? There are three major types of eating disorders: anorexia, bulimia, and binge eating. Anorexia 

nervosa is when a person has an obsessive fear of gaining weight and therefore diets to the point of starvation. Anorexia has 

the highest death rate of any other mental illness. At least one thousand people die every year from anorexia. Another 

chronic eating disorder is bulimia, which is when a person intakes large quantities of food, and later on purges to avoid gain-

ing weight. They may also take laxatives or use other ways to prevent weight gain. The third is binge eating also known as 

compulsive eating. A compulsive eater consumes large amounts of food even when not hungry in order to deal with stress, 

anger or even boredom. They often feel out of control and powerless to stop. 

There are behavioral symptoms as well as emotional symptoms that come along with eating disorders. Many people, who 

do have an eating disorder, will most likely be in denial. Some major signs and symptoms for anoxia are dramatic weight 

loss, skipping meals-excuses for not eating, obsessively worried about calories and fat content of food, reading food labels, 

exercising compulsively, low self-esteem and social withdrawal. In bulimia, some symptoms are anxiety about weight and 

shape, going to the bathroom immediately after meals, having enlarged salivary glands (swelling under the chin) and similar 

emotional symptoms as anorexia including poor sleeping habits and depression. In both cases, people are known to also 

abuse various pills in order to lose weight. 

Eating disorders are now starting to appear at a younger age. The average age of sufferers is dropping rapidly (as young as 

elementary school) occurring mostly within girls ages 11-13. Eating disorders are much more common among women, but it 

also develops in men. Here are some statistics you should take a look at: 

 - Seventy million individuals are affected by eating disorders worldwide. 

 - One in five women suffer from an eating disorder. 

 - Anorexia and bulimia affect up to nearly ten million women and one million men (mostly teens and young adults) 

 in the United States. 

  -It’s also estimated that twenty-five million people suffer from a binge eating disorder. 

Social and media pressures are one of the main reasons why so many people are developing and struggling with eating dis-

orders. Some other reasons can be found within the individual including an unrealistic desire to be perfect, low self-esteem, 

depression, and also some psychological problems. There are many ways of coping with eating disorders such as going to an 

individual or group therapy, nutritional counseling, support groups, and so on to bring about healthy eating habits. Eating 

disorders are becoming more common each and every day and they can be very fatal, therefore the first step is to recognize 

and understand what eating disorders are all about.  

What’s eating you? By Anita Afshankia 

Beauty is only within the eyes of the beholder 
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How to get around By Frances Miltimore 

If your parents are tired of driving you around and you have yet to get your own buggy there’s a crucial deci-

sion for you to make: bus, walk, taxi, or bike? With so many ways to get around these days it’s hard to de-

cide which you fancy. It’s time someone undid the curtains and let the spotlight shine on the pros and cons 

of various transit methods. 

 

The bus is always a favored pick. It’s cheap, eco-friendly, and fast! Talk about pegging three fish with one 

stone. However, other than the wait, one of the most annoying things is having to pay with atoonie when 

it’s only $1.75, and the dang bus drivers refusing to hand out change. Plus, there’s the people factor. Sure 

you may meet a charmer but there are also some not so charming people out there who are set on having a 

conversation with you. The devastating con I fall victim to most is the bus not ending up where I need to be 

which requires me to trek the rest of the way to my destination. Busing has high risks but if you have the 

guts then go for it. 

Now if you really want to please the hippies choose the most eco-friendly way of getting around and walk! 

Sure it’s as slow as peanut butter dripping down your wall but it’s free and gets you out in the fresh air. 

Walking is not always enjoyable if the weather is unappealing, your energy is depleted, or, for your safety, its 

pitch black out unless you have pepper spray to ward off creatures of the dark. But by all means, walking is 

an unsurpassed choice by many who live close to urban areas. 

 

Our next candidate is the taxi. With accommodations such as comfortable seating and the ability to pick you 

up and drop you off where ever, why not? Well, they’re not as perfect as they appear. Pollution levels are 

unfavorable plus more than once I’vehad my driver consistently muttering into his headset causing 

poor blondes like me to get confused since I don’t know if I’m being talked to or not. Now if you have loaded 

buddies to foot the bill then the taxi isn’t a bad pick. With cabs having speed, direct routes, and a 50/50 

chance on a nice driver it’s not a bad pick at all. 

 

Now, for the unparalleled choice in my books. Biking is fast, free, fun, healthy, and creates no pollutants. To 

top off the sundae, you can still run into friends but now they’ll be jealous since your 10x faster than them. 

The only negatives are harsh weather conditions and if there is no pole nearby to lock your wheels up. Sum-

mer days are prime for ripping it down the streets on your bike or even going for a ride just for the workout. 

 

Since you’ve now got the details on each of these transit manners weigh your options to figure out your 

idealistic method of getting around. 

             Be like Darby Spence, and skate around! 

“To top off 
the sundae, 

you can still 
run into 

friends but 
now they’ll be 
jealous since 

your 10x 
faster than 

them.” 

Bikes, the hippie’s car! 
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What do we as youths really know about what has been going on with our taxes? Well for most of 

us, that new HST is that little extra twelve cents that gets added to every dollar of our Big Mac 

versus only the GST before which was five cents. 

For teens who have little to no money, paying an extra couple bucks to either feed or clothe our-

selves is a big deal. HST is a consumer tax, it is made to hurt and burden us being the consumer, 

correct? Just feeding more of our money into the governments big open hand, right?  

 

Types of taxes: what we changed and the lack of reasons why 

we’re going back By Brittany Mrsic 

Not so much, it was made to help businesses and the economy. In the old system of PST and GST, PST 

had hidden taxes at every point in manufacturing goods. The businesses were taxed on the making, 

distributing, selling of a product. Which therefore led up to the increase in prices of consumer goods. 

Sounds similar to what the HST does, doesn’t it? 

Basically, except that PST and GST is harder for the common British Columbian to blame as it was much 

less prominent in our lives. So did we make a wise decision to go back to PST and GST and ditch our 

new found way of that seemingly mysterious HST? That's up to personal opinion, which for most British 

Columbians was swayed in a poor light when Campbell lied about the new found tax to get elected, 

then bombarded us with it shortly after his new term in office. 

 

Now that we the people have used our right to a democracy to get our PST and GST back what is that 

going to mean for us? 

 

-For one we are going to have to wait 18-24 months before the HST is eliminated. 

-After we do go back, the BC government will lose about a half a billion dollars. 

-The money Ottawa gave BC for us to transition to HST in the first place (1.6 billion) will most 

likely have to be returned, and if the government were to borrow that oh so once lovely 1.6 billion dol-

lars to pay back Ottawa, that would mean a lot of interest every year. 

-Thirty five million dollars a year will be used to pay for a new PST office, as well as twenty million to get 

it up and running. 

 If you’re thinking, “Wait...what good does going back to PST and GST do for our govern-

ment?” Well it does save the government a grand sum of two hundred and thirty two million of tax 

rebates given to low-income earners with the HST. So in turn the main way it helps our government, it 

hurts us harder in our wallets. As well, another two hundred and nine million due to the eighty dollar 

tax break that was going to be given to every tax payer to ease them into the HST no longer being nec-

essary. Again taking money out of our wallets. 

 Maybe it wasn’t the best idea to present the wonders of HST the way the BC Liberals did, but 

in the opinion of businessmen and government officials, the price they had to pay for that mistake was 

much too grand. 

Upset all her money is 

gone 

Sutherland puts the haunt in haunted by Stephanie Goetz and Cassie Heavenor 

The sutherland annual Halloween contest extravaganza was a big hit! It took place in the large gym, though with the amazing deco-

rations it turned into a haunted house fashion show. The atmosphere really boosted the hype for Halloween, with students piling 

into the spooky stands, the contest was under way! 

 

The Gr. 8 costumes were mind blowing! Alex Farquhar took the prize for grade eight with his creative blow up cowboy outfit. Next 

was the grade nines, also a close competition but Anna Alton pulls through for the win while wearing a fabulous day and night cos-

tume. Up next, the grade tens. We must say, some of these costumes were the best I have ever seen! Qwilleran Lake won over the 

judges with his Game/ Priest costume. Claire Nicholson won the grade eleven section with her terrifyingly awesome nurse costume. 

The last section of the singles event was the grade twelves, I believe these costumes were to die for (hehehe). With the tough com-

petition Rhys Coulter seemed to be the best with his Mr. Tumnus costume from the beloved book Narnia. With the singles competi-

tion done...dun....dun....doooonnnneee. This is where we became truly impressed.                   Continued next page... 



CONTRIBUTORS: 

 

The Sabre Trooth 

The costumes were outstanding but when it comes down to the prize it came pretty close between a 

group of grade twelve guys dressed as the cast of Dodgeball and a group of grade eleven girls dressed as 

their grade eleven guy friends. The competition got really close. The judges were thoroughly impressed 

with both costumes but with the crowds roar for Dodgeball, they took first place. The grade twelve guys 

raised there fist with victory. 

 

Last but not least was the teacher contest. This last competition was also close between the science de-

partment dressed as Mario characters and Mrs. Smythe dressed as a Canuck rioter. But with the clever 

timing of Mrs. Smythe's costume, she took the win! 

 

This Halloween was very memorable, and fun for everyone! Thank you to all the students who dressed up 

and who entered the contest. Also a very special thanks to the SLC for taking the time to making this Hal-

loween very magical. Hope you all had a great and spooky Halloween!  

Super Mario Science teachers! 

Dodgeball  Grade 12’s showing off their awe-

some costumes 

The grade eleven winner Claire Nichol-

son, sporting her zombie nurse costume 
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Two of our journalists, looking 

cool in their costumes! 


